Abstract: Properly phased combinations of images reconstructed from holograms recorded at several wavenumbers suppress inter-object multiple scattering, self-interference, and the troublesome holographic twin image.
I. THE NEW ELECTRON HOLOGRAPHIES.
The latest entries in the continuing e ort to nd routine, accurate methods for measuring the structure of surfaces and interfaces are based upon holographic interpretation of point-source electron scattering intensities. 1, 2, 3, 4 These methods are close to the technique originally proposed by D. Gabor 5 for high magni cation electron microscopy, di ering in two main respects: the new methods create the coherent electron wave within atomic distances of the objects (internal source) and they employ numerical rather than optical means of image reconstruction. The new holographies are distinguished from each other primarily by their source of electrons, using photoemission, 1 elastic electron scattering, 2 electric eld acceleration of electrons from a tip, 3 or Auger decay. 4 The three-dimensional images from each of these techniques will su er resolution degradation from electron multiple scattering and image overlap from holographic twins and selfinterference terms. 6 In this Letter I demonstrate my previous comment 7, 8 that both of these e ects can be reduced by a combination of holograms at di erent electron kinetic energies. Moveover, the method improves the longitudinal (z axis) resolution of images reconstructed with a restricted angle range, a critical advance for reconstructing images from holograms measured with display-type spectrometers. 9 While optical holograms do not typically su er from either multiple scattering or holographic twins, some kinds of inline holograms are obscured by twins. 10, 11 The present development should apply to these data under suitable conditions.
II. A SIMPLE MODEL FOR HOLOGRAPHIC RECON-STRUCTION.
Consider a point source of radiation at the origin which emits a spherical wave exp(ikr)=ikr for radiation wavenumber k. Place two simple objects, a at r a and b at r b , and a holographic detector conceptually on a sphere of radius R >> r a ; r b . By superposition of sources, addition of objects, and immersion of the objects in otherwise homogeneous media, this simple system can be built up to handle all of the electron holographic methods cited above, as well any other holography where the detector is in the far eld.
At all jrj = R, the point source wave is the holographic reference wave, 0 ;
at r = r a this wave scatters from object a, in proportion f a to the incident wave amplitude, exp(ikr a )=ikr a , to give a scattered wave a . Similarly b arises from object b. These waves travel to the detector and interfere with the reference wave. They can also scatter a second time leading to new wavelets from both points a and b. It is su cient for our purposes to consider only one single-scattering wavelet and one double-scattering wavelet, both of which leave atom a, giving a total wavefunction: 
Here I have already used the far-eld condition (jRj >> jr a j) and I wrote f ba for the double scattering factor. The complex numbers f a and f ba may depend on many properties of the scattering objects (electronic structure), the radiation (wavefront curvature), the medium of propagation (inelastic damping) or geometry, but only strong dependences with the same functional form as the phase terms in the above wavefunction will alter our conclusions. 
The rst term is the image of the single scattering wavelet while the second represents double scattering and the two complex conjugate terms are the twin images introduced when the complex wave eld was squared. Here I have used P ab (r; r a ) = Z Z S f ab e ik (r?ra) dk:
and similarly for P a . The surface integral runs over the available angular range of the hologram. As long as the angle dependent part of the phase of the scattering amplitudes (the f -s) is not large compared to the exponential part of the integrand, then P ab (r; r a ) will be strongly peaked near r a . Angle dependence of f may cause shifts or distortions of the image. The shifts are three dimensional \phase shifts" analogous to those in EXAFS. 13 Note that the image in the absence of angle dependent f contains two peaks, at r a and ?r a each of which has two contributions, a single and a double scattering wavelet. This simple image formation model illustrates two signi cant problems facing surface structure determination with the new electron holographies: multiple, shifted contributions to the image of each atom, and twin images which might overlap real images. In some cases one of these problems can be avoided. For example, when absorbates are known to be on top of surfaces we can ignore the unphysical twin images above the surface 1 and when high k and angle ranges are used, residual multiple scattering will not signi cantly degrade the resolution. 4 However, most cases of interest to surface structure determinations will su er from these e ects.
Not shown in these equations are the \self-interference" or scatteredscattered wave interference terms. 6 Self-interference among the wavelets centered on a single atom give rise to peaks in the image at r = 0 as can be seen from the square of Eq. 1. More important, interference between wavelets centered on di erent atoms can lead to peaks where there are no atoms. 6 The appearence of such features results from the breakdown of the holographic requirement of a reference wave much larger than the scattered waves.
III. REMOVING MULTIPLE SCATTERING AND TWINS.
Before squaring the wave eld to display its magnitude, the reconstructed image from a hologram is a complex wave eld. If holograms are available for various radiation wavenumbers, and they are reconstructed independently, then similar image magnitudes would be expected. That is, the image for each wavenumber will have peaks in the image magnitude near object posi-tions. The image phase for each wavenumber will di er however, as is evident from the simple example in the previous section. In fact the changes in image phase with wavenumber will be dominated by the propagation phase delay: single scattering will follow exp(ikr a ) and double scattering will follow exp(ik(r a +r b )). The content of this image can be anticipated: it contains one single scattered image at r a . The rst two integrals above are peaked at r a and the second two are peaked at ?r a . All four are small at all other places: the nal image will also be small except when r r a . Near these values, the k dependent phase is dominated by the complex exponential terms. Clearly when jrj jr a j, the double scattering and twin image terms oscillate with k and they integrate to a small value while the rst term (single scattering) is stationary. Most of the self-interference terms will also be suppressed for the same reason: the peak caused by integrating over angle will not coincide with the peak cause by integrating over wavenumber. We conclude that U r (r) will contain the image of a single wavelet corresponding to single scattering with reduced artifacts.
One important arrangement of emiting and scattering atoms will not its absolute value in the same planes is shown in Fig. 2 . Both the num- Fig. 2 ber of holograms and the wavenumber range spanned have been chosen to correspond to experimentally accessible values.
The twin image, evident in the upper half of Fig. 2 , is strongly suppressed in Fig. 1 . While in this particular example, the \real" and twin images do not occupy the same region of space, the present method also applies when they do overlap. The twin image is reduced because its phase behavior with varying wavenumber di ers from the \real" image.
Direct evidence that multiple scattering has been reducing can be observed by comparing the regions near the origin (emitter location) in both panels of of Fig. 1 to the corresponding regions in Fig. 2 . The high intensity in the un ltered reconstruction derives from multiple scattering wavelets It seems unlikely that much could be learned from such a transform.
Both of these objections are relaxed for di use LEED allowing it to be interpreted holographically. 
